Onboard a full GAP Co-Developers Team that is trained by Youth Director(s) and works together for at least 6 months.

The GAP Co-Developers Team supports the program primarily as curriculum testers and reiterators.

GAP Co-Developers will apply for specific GAP Department Teams based on interests and skill set.

Each Department Team will have clear and distinct leadership positions, directives, and responsibilities.

Build an Inclusive Team

The GAP Co-Developers is tasked with testing all GIN Project Workbooks — completing all activities, projects, and evaluations.

Learn essential GAP Team protocols and the feedback loop established by the GIN GAP workflow.

Continue feedback cycle on original materials with direct feedback from GAP Youth Directors and other team members.

Train, mentor, and directly manage incoming GAP Team Members and Students to ensure sustainability of the GAP Team.

Create Real Impact

Identify and understand GIN GAP’s needs, challenges and solutions to determine the most effective paths to impact.

Co-Developers Team is fully trained and has a deep understanding of the GIN ethos, vision, and mission.

Implement feedback and finalize GIN GAP Resources to be used in the next year’s GAP Class to create real impact.

Engaging community stakeholders in resource reiteration, development, and creation.

Make Our Work Sustainable